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Comment by the Head of Organisation
The season of 2021-2022 turned out to be incredibly intense. It was also not
void of surprises and unexpected challenges — from the migrant crisis to war and
inflation.
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During these unprecedented times, we had to keep on reminding ourselves
what our mission is. Our main goal is to provide professional social/developmental
support. This support has already reached up to 250 children and teens in Vilnius.
The season tired us out, however, it also made us sure that we are exactly
where we are supposed to be. We stand for what we believe in — human rights. And
we can tell that children, teens, and their families need our help.
I would like to express how grateful I am for our team — not only for their quality work and professionalism but also for their deep desire to connect with people,
respect them and support them in the challenges they face in their daily lives. I would also like to thank our volunteers who dedicated their precious time to children
and teens. We are grateful for our partners, and their support, encouragement and
collaboration.
People are currently faced with many social challenges. Seeing how communication is becoming more and more difficult is concerning — finding common ground, and coming up with solutions that benefit everyone is difficult when facing
these social dilemmas. Society tends to divide itself and it feels like you are forced
to choose between black and white, for or against. As if gray is not a color.
Two migrant crises that Lithuania experienced since last fall showed us that
black and white mentality is not uncommon. The first wave of migrants happened a
year ago when individuals were migrating to Lithuania from the Near East, through
Belarus. The second wave was related to Ukrainian people migrating to Lithuania
due to the commencement of the war. Seeing how negatively people reacted to
these critical situations was mindblowing. It showed us that people only see two
options — for and against. In reality, these situations are complex and distinct. It
makes us think — why are people‘s reactions so contradictory?
When working with children and teens and being active in our community, we
are constantly reminded that the world is colorful, and people‘s opinions and the
situations they find themselves in have many different nuances. We are reminded
that differences provide us with opportunities — and that is a gift.
With this report, we invite you to get to know more about some of the things
we experienced during the previous VSC season. I encourage you to embark on this
journey of helping kids and teens create a brighter future.
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Organisation safety guidelines were
created.
The tools for quality evaluation and for
activity planning were updated.
New strategic orientations were created.
A short film presenting the Teen Club Programme was created.
An anniversary celebration for Vilnius Social Club, which was attended by around
100 people, was held.

Season Events (2021-2022)

ALUMNI GRUPĖ, a group for the alumni of
the football programme was created. It‘s
a space where the youth who graduated
from the programme, current and past volunteers, employees, partners, and sponsors can meet up and connect.

Back to the contents >>>
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Football Programme
Back to the contents >>>

3 employees
The football programme was created in 2013. It is oriented towards 8-18 year old children and teens. The main goal of the
programme has to do with creating positive change children‘s
lifes, rather than reaching fitness goals.

6 volunteers

101 participants 7 groups
23 field trips

1 day camp

175 activities
1 hike

858 interactions with individuals
Main activities of the season and the impact they had on the youth:

Football activities

the children and teens were learning
to navigate group activities, express
their feeling and ideas, improve
sport skills.

Work with
the children‘s families

the parents became more involved
in their child‘s life.

Work with partners

the needs of children and teens
were understood on a deeper level.

Individual communication with children

more support, personal attention.

Camps and field trips

more opportunities for growth
alongside children the same age,
more skills.

Work with volunteers

a wider and stronger network.

1156 interactions with families
19 partnering organisations
671 interactions with partners

Volunteering in Vilnius Social Club brought me back to my childhood. The insecurities I had, my low self esteem, and all of the
challenges I faced as a teen did not just disappear – they come
up when volunteering. This is why it is a form of self-help for me,
personal development, which simultaneously can help us learn to
help others. Finding your place is difficult when working with children – they often don‘t trust you and find many different ways to
test you. Nevertheless, I believe that if you set an example, and
show the children different ways of dealing with things, they will
realize that the world is not two-dimensional –that many people
hide their low self-esteem and their fears under the mask of success, Which is neither normal nor beneficial. At the end of my first
year of volunteering, I realized that I have a lot to give. Time will
show how helpful it can be to others.

Photo by Patrick Schneider on Unsplash
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Statistics

Edgaras, a Football
Programme volunteer
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Street Social Work
Back to the contents >>>
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Statistics
Street Social Work is a long term programme. Its main goal is
to establish strong connections with young people that experience abandonment and separation, and to provide them with
all-encompassing social and developmental support.
Main activities of the season and the impact they had on the youth:

3 employees 2 volunteers
88 outings in the streets 183 hours spent in the streets
Stayed in contact with

22 new contacts, of which 65% boys 35% girls
Individual work with

Regular communication with young people
in Naujininkai region/
streets

they received support in their immediate environment.

Individual guidance
and consultations

the children were trying to resolve
personal dillemas, overcome crises
and social challenges.

Open dinners

a safe environment was established for them to grow and develop, and spend time together.

Mobile activities in
Rodunios kelias St.

less isolation and more opportunities.

Hiking and trips

with these experiences the children
were learning to socialize, communicate, and operate in groups.

150 young people

19

children

15 mobile activities 36 open dinners
67 meetings with teen groups
12 children attended a hike for gaining experience
12 partnering organisations
!

In November 2021 we provided training for street social work
experts from different Lithuanian cities working with youth.

!

We were active members of Lithuania‘s street social work
network.

!

We actively participated in the international DYNAMO street
workers network meetings

In collaboration with Maisto Bankas, our team donated 680 packets

Long-term developmental work with teen
groups

the children were empowered and
encouraged to take action.

Soft work

First job experiences and learning
about yourself through work.
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from the EPLSAF last year. Food products were transported, organised and donated by social street workers and our 12 young helpers.

Social street worker
Margarita
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Teen Club

Statistics
The programme focuses on the needs of 11-14 year old teens.
The Teen Club is a safe space where the youth can improve
their personal skills, learn to participate in group activities, receive complex support, and experience puberty in a supportive
environment.

92 group meetings 46 individual consultations
64 consultations for guardians 7 field trips 3 camps
11 partnering organisations

Main activities of the season and the impact they had on the youth:

Groups

Individual guidance

the teens were learning to participate in groups with others their age,
as well as to take responsibility,
experiment.
the teens were learning to solve
problems related to school, navigate relationships with their peers,
overcome personal challenges.

Family consultations

Parents received feedback, were
provided with support and specialised support if needed.

Field trips, camps,
hikes

the youth were gaining personal
skills.

I am truly grateful for everything that you do. Even if my child
attends a group meeting or stays at home – we can always feel
your support and encouragement.
I felt how much you cared about my child, even from far away :)
And how was this season for me? I‘ve learned and evolved,
thanks to you. I learned new things, was introduced to different
points of view regarding this crucial time in my child‘s development, and gained more knowledge on puberty, development,
emotions, desires.
You undoubtably had a huge positive influence on us. My child
evolved a lot too, when working with you, He developed spiritually, learned more about his emotions, gained more confidence.
He learned to appreciate his individuality, and respect others.
Thank you for your encouragement, for noticing his positive qualities. Without your help they might have been left unnoticed.

Back to the contents >>>
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2 employees 2 volunteers 25 teenagers

Mom Danutė
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Working With Refugees

Statistics
In fall of 2021, when refugees settled in Naujininkai, we offered to
organize informal activities for their children. They took place twice
a week in the gymnasium of the Refugee Reception Centre. In the
summertime we managed to move them outside the gymnasium. To
us, this is a huge accomplishment and something that we could of
only dreamed of when we started.
The activities in the Refugee Reception Centre were coordinated by
a team of three. The team consisted of employees of different programmes of the organisation. It proved to be a great opportunity to
work together. This helped us learn not only from the children, from
each other. Keeping in mind the language barrier that posed difficulties, football turned out to be a common language and a great way to
build stronger bonds.

Comments by the attendees:
Thank you for being an amazing coach. You taught me to play football
by putting in a lot of effort and learning what responsibility means.
Mustafa, 15 m.

I will never forget our victory
during the VSC anniversary tournament! It‘s a memory that
stuck with me.

Back to the contents >>>

Ali, 14 m.
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These activities were the only thing
that enabled us to live in the real
world and leave the closed of territory we were living in..
Beinu, 16 m.

The thing that was very important
to me was that we did not have to
play football all the time. We could choose what kind of activity
we wanted to participate in.
Shamal, 17 m.

It was nice that we had an opportunity to break free from our daily
routine in the refugee center and
relax.
Maryem, 17 m.

We, the girls, were very glag that
we could play football with the
boys.

~30 children (10-18 m.) 65 activities

Vilnius Social Club is one of the first non-governmental organisations
to organise activities people in Naujininkai Refugee Reception Centre.
The goal of these activities was to keep the children busy. Different
games and sports, such as football, helped strengthen bonds and
cultivate relationships. Group activities, communication and collaboration help strengthen not only the child‘s relationship with the
social worker, but also with his peers.
The youth residing in the centre came from different cultural and
religious backgrounds. A common goal and group activities make
these differences less significant and allow people to forget about
their problems for a while, and simply enjoy being a child.
I would like to express how thankful I am for the Vilnius Social Club
team, which dedicated the whole year to making sure the children
from the camp stayed busy. Their faces reflected the positive experience they had here and I believe that every sngle one of the children will remember you, the activities, and the friends they made,
Thank you for being you.

Rondik, 16 m.

I missed you so much! I want you to know that you were incredibly nice to
me and because of that I felt part of your country. I will always remember the
time I‘ve spent with you. I was the best!
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3 employees 1 volunteer

Muntazr, 16m.

Refugee Reception
Centre employee Ada Klimienė
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Financial Report

August 2021– August 2022

For your financial support:
20,41 %
Business support

23,26 %
Vilnius City
Municipality

REVENUE (EUR)

204 368,9

33,79 %
Country

24,26 %
Street
social work

209 276,99

Back to the contents >>>

For you financially supporting our projects:
1,49 %
Service sales

3,04 %
Improving team members‘skills

EXPENSES (EUR)

Adomui Žadeikai

18,29 %
Support by
natural persons

2,76 %
European Social Fund
Agency and Erasmus+

15,07 %
Football Programme
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THANK YOU

For donating things and services:

Our partners:

4,76 %
Material resources and
real estate maintanance
19,48 %
Administration

Volunteers:
LINUI, DARIUI, MARTYNAI, SIMONUI, KĘSTUI, JONUI, NOAH, IEVAI,
VALDUI, VACLAV

For everyone who chose to donate their 1.2 % GPM to us.
21,09 %
Teen Club
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12,30 %
Communication and
the collection of funds

Thank to the company SKRIVANEK and Žemyna Šliauterytė for translating the
report from Lithuanian to English.
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VšĮ Vilniaus socialinis klubas

Photo by Aedrian on Unsplash

Company code: 303109851
Dzūkų St. 37, LT-02164, Vilnius
Bank Account number:
LT92 7300 0101 3777 5454
Bank: Swedbank
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+370 647 06985
info@vilniussocialclub.lt
www.vilniussocialclub.lt
fb.com/vilniussocialclub
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